
PARAGRAPHS FROM
FACTS

In this blueprint, you'll learn how to use both the FREE and Pro
versions of this template, and how this template might fit into
your workflow. The next few pages include some sample input

and output for the template. Be very careful with your input.
Study the following examples and analyze them carefully. Why?
So you can achieve better results. In more than 95% of cases,

people who get poor output after 3 generations had poor input.
That's why it's critical to fully understand what type of input a

template expects before you start using it. Join the Frase
Facebook group    if you have questions or are struggling.  

RANKINGTACTICS.COM

FRASE AI TEMPLATE BLUEPRINT  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/frase.io/
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase-pro-templates


The Frase AI template "Paragraphs from Facts" is designed to write
multiple paragraphs on a subtopic using facts that you supply. It's
designed to stick close to the factual input you give it (as close as an AI
can) unlike the "Paragraphs from Background" template which takes
more liberties with the output.

What are some use cases? The most appropriate time to use this
template is when you want to write about an obscure topic that AI might
not know about. I usually think of the "Paragraphs from..." templates as
falling into three groups:

1. Good for Broad Topics: Paragraphs from Scratch (ALT, ORIG, BB)
2. Good for Less Broad Topics: Paragraphs from Keywords
3. Good for Niche Topics: Paragraphs from Facts and Paragraphs from

Background

I usually start with #1 and then work my way down to #2 and then #3 if
I'm not getting acceptable output.

Note: You'll also notice that the formatting for the pro template input
looks different from the free template. I did this because I wanted to
make the template input easier to enter. So for the pro template, just
enter a bunch of sentences combined into a single paragraph and you're
good to go! No need for a two-sentence background + some facts in dash
mark format.

Matt Zimmerman
RankingTactics Founder & CEO

INSTRUCTIONS AND WORKFLOW
SUGGESTIONS



RESOURCES TO HELP YOU
The following resources will help you in your content generation

workflow while using Frase.

Need Frase? Use code "rankingtactics" and our affiliate link   for a great deal.

2

Frase Beginner to Master Course
Includes more than 8 hours of expert training on using Frase from

an SEO perspective, creating your own AI template, and a heck of a
lot more!

www.rankingtactics.com/frase-course      

Frase Pro Templates
Virtually all of my templates have a free and pro version. The free
version is found in the Frase community template section. But if

you want the best possible output, then get the pro template. 

www.rankingtactics.com/frase-pro-templates     

https://www.frase.io/?fpr=matt82
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase-course
https://www.rankingtactics.com/frase-pro-templates


PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 1
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title: Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor Hand
Push Yard Sweeper

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Whether it is spring, summer, autumn or winter –
the new S 6 Twin sweeper from Kärcher is suitable
for year-round cleaning all around the yard and
garden. It's also features an ergonomic design with
a push handle that adapts to the height of the user.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- sweeping width of 33.9" and sweeps up to 32,000
square feet per hour

- waste lands directly in the 10 gallon waste
container

- adjustable height side brush to adapt contact
pressure to the waste

- fully collapsible design to save space for storage

Heading : Our Thoughts on the Karcher Walk-Behind
Sweeper

Output
We've been using the Karcher S6 Twin walk behind
outdoor hand push yard sweeper for over two years
now. We really like it! The S6 is easy to operate and
clean. It does a great job of getting rid of leaves,
grass clippings, twigs, sticks, dirt, sand, and other
debris.

When we first got our S6, we were surprised at how
fast it was able to sweep up large amounts of
debris. We didn't realize just how powerful it was
until we started using it.

We recommend the S6 to anyone who wants a high
quality, durable, and reliable sweeper. It's perfect for
homeowners who want to spend less time doing
yardwork and more time enjoying life.

We think the S6 is a great buy. It's affordable, easy
to maintain, and comes with everything you need to
get started. Plus, it's backed by a 2-year warranty.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: The output is well written and on
point. I wish it used a more of the specs, such as
the sweeping width and coverage per hour. It also
introduced a 2-year warranty which wasn't
mentioned. But this can happen sometimes with
this template and it's nothing a slight edit couldn't
fix.



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 1
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor
Hand Push Yard Sweeper

Background: Whether it is spring, summer,
autumn or winter – the new S 6 Twin sweeper
from Kärcher is suitable for year-round cleaning
all around the yard and garden. It's also features
an ergonomic design with a push handle that
adapts to the height of the user. Sweeping width
of 33.9" and sweeps up to 32,000 square feet per
hour. Waste lands directly in the 10 gallon waste
container. Adjustable height side brush to adapt
contact pressure to the waste. Fully collapsible
design to save space for storage.

Heading : Our Thoughts on the Karcher Walk-
Behind Sweeper

Output
We've had our hands on the new Karcher S6
Twin walk behind sweeper for several weeks
now. We were impressed with its performance
and ease of operation. The machine was easy to
set up and operate.

The S6 Twin comes with a wide sweeping width
of 33.9 inches, which makes it ideal for large
yards and gardens. Its sweeping speed is
impressive, reaching up to 32,000 sq ft per hour.
This means that you can clean up to 2 acres of
grass in just over two hours.

The machine uses a powerful brush system that
pushes the debris along the ground. It's fully
adjustable to ensure that you get the perfect
amount of pressure on the ground.

The machine is made of durable materials that
will last for years. It's compact enough to fit
inside your garage or shed. It folds down easily
for storage and transportation.

Overall, we think the Karcher S6 Twin is a
fantastic buy. It's easy to use and offers excellent
value for money.

Readers Rating: 4.5 / 5

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: The output is significantly better
than the free template. It covers more of the
details and stays on point. I especially loved the
"readers rating 4.5/5" at the bottom. I almost spit
out my drink when I read that part. 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 2
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor
Hand Push Yard Sweeper

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Whether it is spring, summer, autumn or winter –
the new S 6 Twin sweeper from Kärcher is
suitable for year-round cleaning all around the
yard and garden. It's also features an ergonomic
design with a push handle that adapts to the
height of the user.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- sweeping width of 33.9" and sweeps up to
32,000 square feet per hour

- waste lands directly in the 10 gallon waste
container

- adjustable height side brush to adapt contact
pressure to the waste

- fully collapsible design to save space for
storage

Heading : Great for Picking Up Leaves

Output
When it comes to picking up leaves, the Karcher
S 6 Twin is the perfect solution. The twin
sweeper is ideal for clearing leaves from
sidewalks, driveways, patios, gardens, lawns, and
other outdoor areas.

This model is equipped with a powerful motor
that allows it to sweep up to 32,000 sq ft per
hour. This means that you can clean large yards
quickly without having to spend hours doing it
manually.

With its ergonomically designed handle, the twin
sweeper makes it easy to maneuver even while
wearing gloves. Plus, the twin sweeper is fully
collapsible for convenient storage.

As a result, the twin sweeper provides effortless
leaf collection and disposal. So, whenever you
need to clean up after the fall season, just reach
for the Karcher S 6 twin walk behind outdoor
hand push yard sweeper.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: The output is good and touches on
the sub-concept of leaves. It also discusses the
area the machine sweeps per hour. Unfortunately
it mentions that it comes with a powerful motor,
while the sweeper is manual. But I could see how
that's something easy to be confused about.
Again, this is something that would be easy to
edit before publication.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 2
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor Hand
Push Yard Sweeper

Background: Whether it is spring, summer, autumn
or winter – the new S 6 Twin sweeper from Kärcher
is suitable for year-round cleaning all around the
yard and garden. It's also features an ergonomic
design with a push handle that adapts to the height
of the user. Sweeping width of 33.9" and sweeps up
to 32,000 square feet per hour. Waste lands directly
in the 10 gallon waste container. Adjustable height
side brush to adapt contact pressure to the waste.
Fully collapsible design to save space for storage.

Heading : Great for Picking Up Leaves

Output
Picking up leaves is tedious and boring. But if
you've got a large lawn, it can be a real chore.
Fortunately, the Karcher S 6 Twin walk behind
outdoor hand push yard sweeper makes leaf
removal easy.

This machine is perfect for sweeping up leaves,
grass clippings, twigs, sticks, and other debris. The
machine comes equipped with a long reach arm
that allows you to sweep up to 32,000 sq ft per
hour. This means that you can clean up to 2 acres
per hour!

Plus, the machine is fully collapsible for compact
storage. So you can easily store it in the garage or
shed during the off season.

To make the job even easier, the machine includes
a 10 gallon trash bin. Simply empty the bin after
each use. The bin holds up to 1 cubic foot of
material and empties through a hinged lid.

The machine also features adjustable height side
brushes to adapt contact pressure to different types
of waste. Plus, the machine adjusts its own height
automatically based on the size of the operator.

So now you can spend less time doing chores and
more time enjoying life.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: The output is perfect. It touches on
the leaves from the sub-concept, the 32,000 sqft per
hour, and even the 10 gallon trash bin. Very good!



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 3
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor
Hand Push Yard Sweeper

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Whether it is spring, summer, autumn or winter –
the new S 6 Twin sweeper from Kärcher is
suitable for year-round cleaning all around the
yard and garden. It's also features an ergonomic
design with a push handle that adapts to the
height of the user.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- sweeping width of 33.9" and sweeps up to
32,000 square feet per hour

- waste lands directly in the 10 gallon waste
container

- adjustable height side brush to adapt contact
pressure to the waste

- fully collapsible design to save space for
storage

Heading : Great Father's Day Gift

Output
This is the perfect gift for Dad on Father's Day.
The Karcher S6 Twin walk behind outdoor hand
push lawn sweeper is a great tool for keeping his
yard clean and tidy. This sweeper comes
complete with a 10 gallon waste bin and a
telescopic extension arm.

He can sweep up to 32,000 sq ft per hour, while
the adjustable height side brush adjusts to the
size of the debris being swept. He can even
adjust the height of the handle to fit him
perfectly.

The S6 Twin is easy to store and folds down flat
for compact storage. It's made of durable plastic
and weighs only 16 lbs. So he can easily carry it
wherever he goes.

Dad will appreciate having a sweeper that does
double duty. Not only does it keep his yard clean,
but it saves him time and energy.

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: It's awesome how easy it is to
tweak the output based on the the sub-concept.
The template did a great job here of adjusting the
output for father's day while also incorporating
some of the points that we specified. It did
introduce some additional facts, such as the
weight. But that could be easily adjusted with
some slight edits.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 3
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Karcher S 6 Twin Walk-Behind Outdoor
Hand Push Yard Sweeper

Background: Whether it is spring, summer,
autumn or winter – the new S 6 Twin sweeper
from Kärcher is suitable for year-round cleaning
all around the yard and garden. It's also features
an ergonomic design with a push handle that
adapts to the height of the user. Sweeping width
of 33.9" and sweeps up to 32,000 square feet per
hour. Waste lands directly in the 10 gallon waste
container. Adjustable height side brush to adapt
contact pressure to the waste. Fully collapsible
design to save space for storage.

Heading : Great Father's Day Gift

Output
Father's Day is coming up soon. What better gift
for Dad than a brand new Karcher S 6 Twin walk
behind outdoor hand push lawn sweeper?

This machine is perfect for getting rid of leaves,
grass clippings, pine needles, twigs, dirt, sand,
and other debris from your yard.

It's also easy to store and transport. Just fold it
up and place it in its own bag. The compact size
makes it ideal for travel.

Dad will appreciate having his very own handy
sweeper. He can sweep up after himself without
having to spend hours doing it manually.

He can even adjust the height of the side brushes
to suit his personal preference. This feature
allows him to adapt the contact pressure to the
type of waste he encounters.

Dad will also love the fact that this machine
comes with a 10 gallon waste bin. That means
he can clean up large amounts of waste without
worrying about filling up his trash cans.

So go ahead and surprise dad with a brand new
Karcher sweeper. He'll love it!

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: The output is very well written and
on point. It also is very tailored for father's day.
The only thing holding it back from a full A+ is
that it's light on the details. While it did discuss
the 10 gallon waste bin, it skipped over some of
the other facts.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 4
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Wall Chart
for Toddlers

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: Lets
toddlers and preschool children learn the alphabet,
words, numbers, and spelling. Great learning toy for
toddlers 1-3 years old.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- features of this alphabet chart will help your little
one to develop new memory skills, spelling, and
logic ability needed for preschool and beyond

- sing along and dance to nine popular children’s
songs

- colorful attractive design will engage and provide
hours of fun exploration and learning for your little
preschooler

- features a space saving design letting you hang it
on the wall using the included hook where your
toddler can easily reach

- 5 activities to build core skills through fun learning
methodologies

Heading : Great Father's Day Gift 

Output
We've created Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Wall
Charts for Toddlers. They feature a colorful,
attractive design that engages and provides hours
of fun exploration and educational playtime for
toddlers. The charts come with a hook to hang
them up on the wall where your child can easily
access them.

Features of our interactive alphabet wall charts
include:

- Sing Along & Dance To Nine Popular Children's
Songs

- Colorful Attractive Design Will Engage Your Little
Preschooler

- Space Saving Design Letting You Hang Them On
The Wall Using The Included Hook Where Your
Child Can Easily Reach

- Five Activities To Build Core Skills Through Fun
Learning Methodologies

These interactive alphabet wall charts are perfect
for helping toddlers and preschoolers learn the
alphabet, words and spelling. Plus, they're a great
learning toy for toddlers 1-3 years old.

Check out our website today!

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: The output from this template is
interesting. I don't normally get bullet points, but we
got that here. It almost mimics the input, but with a
slight rewrite. Very impressive. On final edit I would
change the "we've created..." but because I'm
intending this to be a product review, and not a
product I built myself.



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 4
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Wall
Chart for Toddlers

Background: Lets toddlers and preschool
children learn the alphabet, words, numbers, and
spelling. Great learning toy for toddlers 1-3 years
old. Features of this alphabet chart will help your
little one to develop new memory skills, spelling,
and logic ability needed for preschool and
beyond. Sing along and dance to nine popular
children’s songs. Colorful attractive design will
engage and provide hours of fun exploration and
learning for your little preschooler. Features a
space saving design letting you hang it on the
wall using the included hook where your toddler
can easily reach. 5 activities to build core skills
through fun learning methodologies.

Heading : Our Thoughts

Output
We think the Just Smarty Interactive Alphabets
Wall Chart for Toddlers is a great educational toy
for toddlers ages 1-3 years old!

This interactive alphabet wall chart features 5
different activities that teach kids letters, words,
numbers, spelling, and music. The colorful,
attractive design engages and provides hours of
fun exploration and playtime for your little
preschooler!

There are five activities that teach core skills
through fun learning methods. These include
singing along and dancing to nine popular
children's songs, coloring, matching, sorting,
counting, and building blocks.

The Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Chart has a
space saving design allowing you to hang it on
the wall where your toddler can easily access it.
This makes it easy for them to explore and learn
while playing and having fun!

Overall, we think this is a great educational toy
that will help your child develop new memory
skills, language development, and logic abilities
needed for preschool and beyond!

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: Fantastic output. Just what I'm
looking for in a product review and
recommendation. I would have no problem
publishing this without any further edits.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 5
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Wall
Chart for Toddlers

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Lets toddlers and preschool children learn the
alphabet, words, numbers, and spelling. Great
learning toy for toddlers 1-3 years old.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- features of this alphabet chart will help your
little one to develop new memory skills, spelling,
and logic ability needed for preschool and
beyond

- sing along and dance to nine popular children’s
songs

- colorful attractive design will engage and
provide hours of fun exploration and learning for
your little preschooler

- features a space saving design letting you hang
it on the wall using the included hook where your
toddler can easily reach

- 5 activities to build core skills through fun
learning methodologies

Heading: Great for Pets 

Output
Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Chart for Toddlers

This alphabet chart is perfect for toddlers and
preschoolers. The bright colors and catchy music
will keep them engaged while they practice their
ABC's and learn new vocabulary.

Features of this alphabet chart will allow your child
to develop new memory skills and spelling abilities.
They'll also learn basic math concepts such as
counting, addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and fractions.

Plus, this alphabet chart comes with five different
activities that will help your child develop core
skills through fun learning methods. These
activities include singing, dancing, coloring, playing
games, and reading stories.

This alphabet chart is easy to set up and store.
Simply attach the included hanging bracket to the
wall and hang it up. Your toddler will be able to
access the alphabet chart whenever they want.

-- Grade: D

-- Comments: It's important to note that this is the
same input that we used for the "Paragraphs from
Background" template. What you'll notice is that
template wrote about this product being useful for
pets, while this template did not. Why? Because this
template is more rigid with the output and doesn't
have as much freedom. That is a good thing when
you want a more factual based output. So even
though this sample earned a D, it's actually a good
score because an alphabet chart for pets makes no
sense.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 5
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Just Smarty Interactive Alphabet Wall Chart
for Toddlers

Background: Lets toddlers and preschool children
learn the alphabet, words, numbers, and spelling.
Great learning toy for toddlers 1-3 years old.
Features of this alphabet chart will help your little
one to develop new memory skills, spelling, and
logic ability needed for preschool and beyond. Sing
along and dance to nine popular children’s songs.
Colorful attractive design will engage and provide
hours of fun exploration and learning for your little
preschooler. Features a space saving design letting
you hang it on the wall using the included hook
where your toddler can easily reach. 5 activities to
build core skills through fun learning
methodologies.

Heading : Great for Pets

Output
This interactive alphabet wall chart is perfect for
teaching young kids the ABC's and other basic
concepts. This educational toy lets them sing along
while playing games. It features colorful designs
and a space saving design that allows you to hang
it up on the wall. Your child can easily access the
toys and playtime activities.

There are five different activities that teach your kid
the basics of reading, math, and spelling. They
include letter recognition, word matching, counting,
number recognition, and phonics. These activities
are based on proven methods used in early
childhood education programs.

Your child will learn the alphabet, words and
numbers. He or she will also learn to spell and
recognize letters. All of these skills are essential
for later school success.

Use this alphabet wall chart to teach your child the
ABC's and other fundamentals. It's a great learning
tool for toddlers ages 1-3 years old and older.

-- Grade: D

-- Comments: It's important to note that this is the
same input that we used for the "Paragraphs from
Background" template. What you'll notice is that
template wrote about this product being useful for
pets, while this template did not. Why? Because this
template is more rigid with the output and doesn't
have as much freedom. That is a good thing when
you want a more factual based output. So even
though this sample earned a D, it's actually a good
score because an alphabet chart for pets makes no
sense.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 6
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : How To Care for An Older Rabbit

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: Your
rabbit may eat less as it ages. That’s because its
metabolism will change to process food at a
different rate.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- it's natural for an older rabbit to empty its bowl
more slowly

- continue to provide unlimited hay and grass
because rabbits will self-regulate their diet as they
age

- younger bunnies eat hay and treats but an older
bunny gets lazy and might just snack on treats, so
cut back on those

- keep its water bowl full so it can stay hydrated,
especially if it has kidney issues or arthritis

- keep food and water in easy reach for older bunny
rabbits

Heading : Do Older Rabbits Eat Less?

Output
As your rabbit ages, it may eat less. This is normal.
Your rabbit will naturally adjust its eating habits as
it grows older.

Continue to feed your rabbit plenty of fresh hay and
grass. Don't worry if your rabbit eats less as it ages.
Just keep providing unlimited hay and grass.

Rabbits will self regulate their diets as they grow
older. So don't worry if your rabbit starts eating less
as it ages. Continue to give it plenty of fresh hay
and grain.

Be aware that younger rabbits eat more than older
ones. Younger rabbits tend to eat more because
they're growing and developing. They need extra
calories to fuel their growth.

So if your rabbit seems to eat less as it ages, try
cutting down on the amount of treats you give it.

Don't forget to keep its water bowl filled. Rabbits
need to stay hydrated as they age.

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: The output is fantastic, but it's just a
little choppy which is what's holding it back from
that glorious +.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 6
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : How To Care for An Older Rabbit

Background: Your rabbit may eat less as it ages.
That’s because its metabolism will change to
process food at a different rate. It's natural for an
older rabbit to empty its bowl more slowly.
Continue to provide unlimited hay and grass
because rabbits will self-regulate their diet as they
age. Younger bunnies eat hay and treats but an
older bunny gets lazy and might just snack on
treats, so cut back on those. Keep its water bowl
full so it can stay hydrated, especially if it has
kidney issues or arthritis. Keep food and water in
easy reach for older bunny rabbits.

Heading : Do Older Rabbits Eat Less?

Output
As your rabbit grows older, it may start eating less.
This is normal. The reason why older rabbits eat
less is because their metabolism changes as they
age. Their digestive system slows down and they
become less active. They tend to eat slower and
eat smaller meals.

Continue to feed your rabbit plenty of fresh hay and
grass. Rabbits naturally regulate their diets as they
grow older. So, don't worry if your older rabbit eats
less. Just continue to offer him plenty of fresh
food.

Rabbits are very smart animals. They understand
when they aren't getting enough food. So, if your
older rabbit starts to eat less, give him extra hay
and grass. He'll probably catch on quickly and
adjust his appetite accordingly.

Don't let your older rabbit get dehydrated. Provide
him with plenty of clean, fresh water. Rabbits are
prone to dehydration if they don't get enough water.
So, make sure he always has access to clean, fresh
water.

Keep food and water within easy reach for your
older rabbit. Give him a place where he can easily
see and smell his food. Also, make sure he can
easily reach his water bowl.

Be patient with your older rabbit. Don't force it to
eat. Let it decide when it wants to eat. Your older
rabbit will likely eat less as it grows older. So, don’t
try to rush it. Allow it to eat when it feels hungry.

Remember, rabbits are very intelligent creatures.
They understand when they haven't been given
enough food. So, don't force them to eat. Instead,
allow them to decide when they want to eat.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: I think this almost deserves higher
than an A+. It's fantastic and better than the input!

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 7
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : What Is Topical Authority in SEO & How to Build It

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: Spoiler for this
section: No one really knows. With the introduction of
Google’s Hummingbird algorithm in 2013, topical authority
became increasingly important.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- hummingbird changed the ranking system for content so
that it was determined by relevance to a user’s search query

- prior to Hummingbird, keywords were the main emphasis of
Google’s search algorithms, but Google couldn't understand
the context behind user search queries

Heading : How does topical authority work?

Output
Google's Hummingbird algorithm introduced a change in how
Google ranks websites based on relevance to a user's search
query. This means that topical authority becomes
increasingly important.

Hummingbird made changes to the ranking system for
content. Prior to Hummingbird, Google used keywords as the
primary method of determining rankings. Now, Google uses
relevancy to determine rankings.

This means that the quality of your content is now more
important than ever. Your content needs to be relevant to
users' searches.

So how exactly does topical authority work?

There are two types of topical authority:

1. Authoritative Content

Authoritative content is content that provides useful answers
to questions asked by searchers. For example, if someone
asks, “what is the best place to buy shoes online?”,
authoritative content would answer that question.

2. Popular Content

Popular content is content that is shared frequently by other
websites. For example, if a website posts a link to a popular
article, such as a news story, that article gains popularity.

Both forms of topical authority are equally important. The key
is to create high-quality content that is both authoritative and
popular.

To build topical authority, you need to publish high-quality
content regularly. That means publishing articles, videos,
infographics, etc., on topics that are highly searched for.

Publish content that is both authoritative (answers questions)
and popular (is shared).

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: I like how the template started by discussing
the input but then expounded upon it as it described the two
types of topical authority. They both make sense and sound
good. I think a few slight edits would have this ready to
publish in no time.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 7
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : What Is Topical Authority in SEO & How to
Build It

Background: Spoiler for this section: No one really
knows. With the introduction of Google’s
Hummingbird algorithm in 2013, topical authority
became increasingly important. Hummingbird
changed the ranking system for content so that it
was determined by relevance to a user’s search
query. Prior to Hummingbird, keywords were the
main emphasis of Google’s search algorithms, but
Google couldn't understand the context behind user
search queries.

Heading : How does topical authority work?

Output
There's no real consensus among experts on
exactly what topical authority means. Some say it's
just another term for link building while others
believe it's something completely different.

Regardless of what it actually means, topical
authority is becoming increasingly important. In
fact, according to Moz, it's now the second-most
important ranking signal after backlinks.

So what is topical authority? Well, it's basically the
amount of trust Google places in a website based
on its content. The higher the topical authority, the
better.

Google uses several factors to determine topical
authority including links pointing to the site, the
quality of those links, and the overall reputation of
the site.

To build topical authority, you need to create high-
quality content that ranks well organically. This
includes having unique, useful content that answers
questions and solves problems.

As long as you're providing valuable content, you'll
naturally attract links and gain topical authority over
time. However, you can speed up the process by
doing outreach to other websites that share your
interests.

Once you've built up enough topical authority, you'll
start seeing results in your rankings.

-- Grade: A+

-- Comments: I think this sounds professionally
written and covers the topic very well. Great job!

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 8
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : How to Promote Your Blog

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Redditors hate advertising and marketing. If your
content smells like self-promotion, they will not
hesitate to throw you out.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- reddit loves useful content

- share barebones version of your content

- strip everything out, especially your internal and
external links

- leave only a link back to the original at the bottom
of your Reddit post, so anyone who’s interested can
check it out

Heading : Share barebones posts on Reddit

Output
Promoting your blog on Reddit is a bit different than
promoting other social media sites. On Reddit,
users hate advertisements and marketing. If your
post smells like self-promotional spam, they will
not hesitate throwing you out.

So instead of posting ads, you should share
barebones versions of your content. This means
stripping everything out, including your internal and
external links.

This will allow you to promote your blog without
being annoying. Plus, you'll save a ton of time and
effort.

When sharing barebones posts on Reddit, you
should always leave a link back to the full article.
That way, anyone who wants to see the full post
can click through to it.

Don't forget to add a comment explaining why you
shared the barebones version of your post. This will
give visitors a reason to come back and visit your
site.

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: It's so close to being perfect. It
sounds great but just missed that little bit about
sharing the single link back to the original at the
bottom of the post. Other than that, it's flawless.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 8
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : How to Promote Your Blog

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept:
Redditors hate advertising and marketing. If your
content smells like self-promotion, they will not
hesitate to throw you out. Reddit loves useful
content. Share barebones version of your content.
Strip everything out, especially your internal and
external links. Leave only a link back to the original
at the bottom of your Reddit post, so anyone who’s
interested can check it out.

Heading : Share barebones posts on Reddit

Output
Redditors hate advertising and promotion. They
think it makes the site look spammy. So if you try
to promote your content on Reddit, you'll probably
fail.

Instead, share barebones versions of your content.
Strip out everything else except the link back to the
original source. This will allow other redditors to
see the original article without having to click
through to another website.

This method works because Reddit users love
useful content. They'll appreciate the effort you've
made to create quality content.

When sharing barebones content, leave just a link
back to the full article at the bottom of your post.
This allows anyone who wants to view the original
article to do so.

Don't worry about getting banned from Reddit. Just
remember to follow the rules and stick to posting
useful content.

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: Unlike the free template, this pro
version did capture that nugget about sharing the
link back to the full version at the bottom of the
post. But I don't think the beginning starts out as
nice as the free version. So overall, I believe it
deserves the same score. 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 9
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Library to Host Halloween Family Day with
Authors R.L. Stine and Mary Pope Osborne

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: The
Library of Congress will host a day of family-friendly
activities on Saturday, Oct. 22, in the Thomas
Jefferson Building. The day will feature a special
program at 2 p.m. in the Coolidge Auditorium with
beloved authors R.L. Stine, author of the
“Goosebumps” series, and Mary Pope Osborne,
author of the “Magic Tree House” series.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- Stine and Osborne are celebrating 30 years of their
bestselling series

- Beginning at 10 a.m., visitors are invited to
participate in “spooky” art activities on the
Mezzanine level of the Great Hall

- Read a scary story in the reading corner or find an
adventure with a book about the world

- Enjoy creepy music and fantastical images from
the Library’s collections, perfect to fill your own
treehouse

- The program with Stine and Osborne will feature
spooky elements, including eerie lights, frightening
characters and surprises for the audience

Heading : Event Celebrates 30 Years of
“Goosebumps” and “Magic Tree House” Series with
Authors

Output
The Library of Congress will celebrate the 30th
anniversary of two popular children's books series
with a special event on October 22nd. Author R. L.
Stine and author Mary Pope Osborne will share
stories and answer questions during a presentation
at 2pm in the Coolidge Auditorium.

Beginning at 10am, visitors are invited to participate
spooky art activities on the mezzanine level of
Great Hall. Activities include painting pumpkins,
decorating jack-o'-lanterns, building ghostly houses,
and finding adventures with books about the world.

Readers are encouraged to bring their favorite scary
stories to the reading corner, where they can hear
tales told by Stine and Osborne. Visitors may also
find inspiration in the library’s collection of creepy
illustrations and fantastical images.

Stories written by both authors will be available for
free throughout the day.

The Library of Congress is located at 101
Independence Ave. SE Washington, DC 20540. For
more information, visit www.loc.gov.

-- Grade: B

-- Comments: It sure sounds good, but there are
some factual issues. It gets a little carried about
discussing that there will be decorating jack-o-
lanterns, and building ghost houses. It also
mentions that the books by the authors will be free
throughout the day. So I have to knock the score
down a bit, but it's something an edit could easily
fix.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 9
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Library to Host Halloween Family Day with
Authors R.L. Stine and Mary Pope Osborne

Background: The Library of Congress will host a
day of family-friendly activities on Saturday, Oct. 22,
in the Thomas Jefferson Building. The day will
feature a special program at 2 p.m. in the Coolidge
Auditorium with beloved authors R.L. Stine, author
of the “Goosebumps” series, and Mary Pope
Osborne, author of the “Magic Tree House” series.
Stine and Osborne are celebrating 30 years of their
bestselling series. Beginning at 10 a.m., visitors are
invited to participate in “spooky” art activities on
the Mezzanine level of the Great Hall. Read a scary
story in the reading corner or find an adventure with
a book about the world. Enjoy creepy music and
fantastical images from the Library’s collections,
perfect to fill your own treehouse. The program with
Stine and Osborne will feature spooky elements,
including eerie lights, frightening characters and
surprises for the audience.

Heading : Event Celebrates 30 Years of
“Goosebumps” and “Magic Tree House” Series with
Authors

Output
The Library of Congress will celebrate 30 years of
the popular children's books series "Goosebumps"
and "Magic Tree House" with two events on October
22nd.

At 2pm, join authors R. L. Stine and Mary Osbourne
for a special presentation in the Coolidge
Auditorum. They will share stories from their
books, answer questions, and sign copies of their
latest titles.

Beginning at 10am, families can explore the library's
collection of scary stories and other fun activities
inspired by the books. Activities include reading a
scary story in the Reading Corner, listening to
spooky music, and finding adventures with a book
about the real world.

Visitors can also create their own scary stories in
the Reading Corner. In addition, the Library has
created a special display featuring items from its
collection related to the books.

-- Grade: B

-- Comments: Just like the free template, this pro
template also struggles with the crazy amount of
details. Again, a final edit could easily fix this. So
just keep in mind that if your input is very fact heavy,
then you'll need to double check the output before
publication.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 10
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Are Tacos Healthy?

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: Protein
is an essential macronutrient your body needs to
build bone, muscle, and skin, among other uses. In
the United States, tacos are one of the top sources
of protein and calories that people ages 18–64
consume regularly.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- most tacos, including vegetarian versions, provide
about 6–13 grams of protein each

- the average sedentary adult needs at least 46–56
grams of protein per day, though the exact amount
varies from person to person depending on their
age, sex, activity level, overall health, and other
factors

- however, when it comes to protein, not all types
are created equal

- the type of protein in a taco will influence its
calorie count and nutritional value

Heading :Tacos are Packed with Protein

Output
Tacos are packed with protein. They contain
anywhere from 5-10g of protein per taco. That's
enough protein to fuel your muscles and bones.

Most tacos, including vegetarian versions provide
about 6-13 grams of protein each. The average
sedentary adult needs about 46-56 grams of protein
per daily. However, the exact amount varies from
individual to individual based on their age, sex and
activity level.

However, when it comes to proteins, not all types
are made equal. Some are better than others.

For example, beef contains 8-9g of protein per
100grams while chicken only provides 4-5g of
protein per 100 grams. Beans and legumes are
excellent sources of plant-based protein.

So, next time you order a taco, remember that it's
packed with protein!

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: The output is very good. I have no
complaints and I really liked the encouragement at
the end to remember that tacos are packed with
protein the next time I order one. Great!

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 10
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Are Tacos Healthy?

Background: Protein is an essential macronutrient
your body needs to build bone, muscle, and skin,
among other uses. In the United States, tacos are
one of the top sources of protein and calories that
people ages 18–64 consume regularly. Most tacos,
including vegetarian versions, provide about 6–13
grams of protein each. The average sedentary adult
needs at least 46–56 grams of protein per day,
though the exact amount varies from person to
person depending on their age, sex, activity level,
overall health, and other factors. However, when it
comes to protein, not all types are created equal.
The type of protein in a taco will influence its
calorie count and nutritional value.

Heading : Tacos are Packed with Protein

Output
Most tacos contain around 6–13 grams of total
protein. This includes both lean and fat-free meat,
poultry, fish, seafood, eggs, dairy products, nuts,
seeds, legumes, soybeans, and vegetables.

When it comes to protein, tacos aren't just full of
protein; they're packed with it!

Not only does protein fill you up, it provides energy.
Your body needs protein to create enzymes,
hormones, antibodies, and other substances
needed to function properly.

Proteins are made up of amino acids, which are the
building blocks of muscles, bones, hair, nails, and
skin. Proteins are found in animal foods, such as
meats, poultry, fish, milk, yogurt, eggs, and cheeses.
Plant foods, such as grains, fruits, and vegetables,
also contain protein.

As mentioned above, tacos are one of America's
favorite quick meals. They're easy to eat on the go
and can be eaten alone or shared with friends.

Tacos are convenient and nutritious. They're filling
enough to satisfy hunger without weighing down
your stomach. Plus, they're affordable and
delicious.

So, next time you're craving tacos, try eating them
instead of fast food. Not only will you save money,
you'll also benefit from the extra nutrition.

-- Grade: A++

-- Comments: Fantastic. Absolutely fantastic output.
While the free template did a good job, this result hit
it out of the park. There is no way I could write as
well as the machine!

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 11
Blueprint - Free Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.  

Input
Title : Mixed Martial Arts

Two Sentence Background on Sub-Concept: Choosing a form of
martial art that aligns with your goals and personal needs can
be overwhelming. Many kinds of Martial Arts may leave you
wondering whether to choose one discipline over the other.

1-4 Points About the Sub-Concept:

- To be able to select which form of martial arts is right for you,
you need to consider the three core areas that make up all of
Mixed Martial Arts fighting

- One form involves stand-up fighting where you fight with your
hands, feet, elbows, and knees, and it includes Boxing, Muay
Thai, Karate, and Taekwondo are examples of stand-up fighting

- The second involves clinch techniques where opponents
grapple one another to get leverage, such as in Judo and Jiu-
Jitsu

- The last and final is on the ground, which is commonly
witnessed in wrestling

- As a beginner, Jiu-Jitsu and wrestling could be your priority to
learn as you begin to gain more strength and form

Heading : How to Get Started as a Beginner

Output
Choosing a form of Martial Art that aligns with your goal and personal
needs can be daunting. There are so many different forms of Martial
Arts to choose from, and deciding which one is right for you can be
confusing.

To be able to select which type of Martial Art is right for you, first you
need to consider the 3 core areas that make up MMA fighting. These
are stand-up fighting, clinch techniques, and grappling on the ground.

Stand-Up Fighting

There are several types of stand-up fighting including boxing, Muay
Thai, karate, taekwondo, judo, jiu-jitsu, and wrestling. Each style
focuses on certain skills that are useful in combat.

Clinch Techniques

Clinch techniques involve grappling on the ground, such as in judo and
jujitsu. Clinch techniques allow fighters to control positions on the
ground. They also give them opportunities to strike while on top.

Grappling on the Ground

Grappling on ground allows fighters to utilize their strength and
speed to win fights. Wrestling is a common example of grappling on
the ground. Wrestlers often use takedowns to score points during a
match.

As a beginner, you should probably start off learning stand-up fighting.
Stand-up fighting is easier to learn and master, and it gives you the
opportunity to practice striking and clinching techniques.

Once you've mastered stand-up fighting, you can move onto clinch
techniques. This will teach you how to apply pressure against your
opponent, and it will give you the chance to develop your own unique
style.

After mastering both stand-up fighting and clinch techniques, you can
finally try your hand at grappling on the ground. Grappling on the
ground teaches you how to take down your opponent and secure a
submission hold.

In conclusion, there are many different types of Martial Arts available
to train in. Choose one that aligns with your personal goals and
interests.

-- Grade: A

-- Comments: I'm giving this a high score because it's a very difficult
topic for the AI to handle. Not only are we asking it to write about a
niche topic, we're also having it compare three different types of
fighting styles, each with their own types (e.g., stand up fighting
includes Boxing, Muay Thai, Karate, and Taekwondo). Overall, I would
expect to do some editing before publication, and that's perfectly okay
given the nature of the input.

 



PARAGRAPHS FROM FACTS: EXAMPLE 11
Blueprint - Pro Template

Test Method: Here's an example of what the template expects to see as input, and what it generates as output. For each template, the
AI generated three outputs and I selected the highest quality one. Grading was based on whether the selected generation made

logical sense, flowed smoothly, and could easily be converted into a blog post.   

Input
Title : Mixed Martial Arts

Background: Choosing a form of martial art that aligns
with your goals and personal needs can be
overwhelming. Many kinds of Martial Arts may leave
you wondering whether to choose one discipline over
the next. To be able to select which form of martial arts
is right for you, you need to consider the three core
areas that make up all of Mixed Martial Arts fighting.
One form involves stand-up fighting where you fight
with your hands, feet, elbows, and knees, and it includes
Boxing, Muay Thai, Karate, and Taekwondo are
examples of stand-up fighting. The second involves
clinch techniques where opponents grapple one another
to get leverage, such as in Judo and Jiu-Jitsu. The last
and final is on the ground, which is commonly witnessed
in wrestling. As a beginner, Jiu-Jitsu and wrestling could
be your priority to learn as you begin to gain more
strength and form.

Heading: How to Get Started as a Beginner

Output
When deciding which type of MMA to start with, you
need to think about the three core areas that comprise
all forms of mixed martial arts fighting. These include
stand-up fighting, grappling, and striking.

Stand-up fighting involves hand, foot, elbow, knee, and
body attacks. This style of fighting is used in boxing,
Muay Thai, karate, taekwondo, judo, jiu-jitsu, and other
styles. Stand-up fighting is often referred to as street
fighting.

Grappling involves grappling techniques, which are done
on the ground. Grappling is often seen in Brazilian Jiu
Jitsu, Judo, Sambo, Wrestling, and Greco Roman
Wrestling.

Striking is the third area of mixed martial arts. Striking is
typically done while standing up. This includes punches,
kicks, headbutts, and throws. This style of fighting can
be found in Kickboxing, Boxing, Muay Thai and Tae
Kwon Do.

As a beginner, you should start with stand-up fighting.
This is the easiest way to learn the basics of mixed
martial arts. However, if you decide to go down the road
of learning grappling and striking, you'll have a better
chance of becoming a successful fighter.

-- Grade: B+

-- Comments: I think the free template did a better job
here with the output than the pro template. I would have
given this a higher score if the beginning and ending
were more developed. But again, the AI struggled with
this the most. What I would probably do in this situation
(that I didn't do for the test) is perform 3 generations and
then take bits and pieces from each generation to "build"
my output. If I went that route, I think this could easily
get into A territory.
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